distance with today's "phone," but so you can also with my laptop computerand nobody calls that a phone, do they?
One certainty: just as with your phone, you'll have to charge your Smartwatch each and every night.
And that's something to keep in mind when the ether is suffused with commentary about how the new technology is "revolutionary." "Revolutionary" would be a battery for your watch, or your phone, or your tablet, or your laptop, that would last as long as, say, the battery in your watch. Wait. I mean, the battery in your Smartwatch lasting as long as the battery in your watch.
"Revolutionary" was the introduction, in 1657, of the balance spring to the balance wheel, credited to either Robert Hooke or Christiaan Huygens. That change resulted in reducing mechanical error in time keeping from hours per day to minutes per day. It was also the central piece of technology that ushered in a new method of global navigation, by enabling calculation of longitude by chronometer, a desperate need met by the development by John Harrison, during the first half of the 18th century, of a series of "Sea Clocks." Harrison's work was elevated to the equivalent of a State Secret: when his second Sea Clock was ready to take beyond on-land testing, Britain was at war with Spain (the War of Austrian Succession), so testing could not take place, lest the invention fall into Spanish hands. Over his lifetime, Harrison received monetary awards from Parliament totaling £23,065 -in 18th century British Pounds Sterling. Greenwich became the site through which the Prime Meridian extended as a result of British ascendancy in navigational calculation.
Watch design remained recognizable until 1959, the year Seiko placed an order with a newly formed daughter company call Epson for Project 59A, the development of a watch movement governed by the vibration of a quartz crystal using the piezoelectric effect. Such a vibration is at a very stable frequency. Coupling this regulator to a mechanical movement with hands resulted in the unveiling, in time for the 1964 Tokyo Summer Olympics, at which Seiko quartz movements were used for the timing of all events.
The Note also the influence of fiction on product design. The digital clock in 2001 is at the very least matched by the introduction, on January 13, 1946, of the "2-way Wrist Radio" worn and used by Dick Tracy. This hugely influential design was supplanted in 1964 by the 2-Way Wrist TV.
To fulfill its potential, that watch, excuse me, that "Smartwatch," is going to need network connectivity. It's also going to need to know whom it servesthat means it's going to be on the network as you, or at least, as "your" Smartwatch. The only way this won't be true is if it relies on some other device for network access -your phone, for example. But that would be regarded, I would guess, as only a limited, short-term, non-optimal solution. No, I would say, as envisioned, both your Smartwatch and your phone will require network access -indeed, if they're something to say to each other, they'll say it over the network, rather than over some short-distance, point-topoint connection. I may be wrong about this. Maybe these devices will set up a side-long connection over Bluetooth or Near Field connection. We'll see how it all works out.
Another aspect of wearable devices worth considering is the challenge (or opportunity) they present in terms of user interface design. Properly done, a fresh Cowan is a network administrator. "Keeping networks up and running is my business, and so anything that will connect to them piques my interest," says Cowan. He cites a recent survey of European businesses in which 36% of those business polled expect "wearable technology" to come into the workplace this year, but, he notes, "Only 13% of the IT professionals we spoke to have given consideration to how this will affect their IT policies."
It is a telling fact that around a third of those surveyed expect "wearable technology" to connect to their networks this year. Surely, more than a third of them have had reason to be familiar with issues surrounding "BYOD" (Bring Your Own Device). And yet only 16% have given any thought to how a significant bump in the number of devices trying to access their networks may effect network administration. Ethnographies are the primary literature of social and cultural anthropology. Ethnography is also the term used to describe the process, practices, and methods used by social anthropologists performing the fieldwork that results in published ethnographies. Traditionally, anthropological fieldwork took place in small-scale, non-western societies (a village or a tribal community), while today such research may take place in virtually any community, even an urban one not unfamiliar to the ethnographer. The study of any definable community may produce an anthropological ethnography, whether that community has a defined border (such as an inner-city neighborhood undergoing gentrification, a military school, or a religious congregation) or not (a multicontinental diasporic community). And while ethnographic fieldwork was once practiced almost exclusively by anthropologists, it is now used by researchers in a wide array of disciplines in the social sciences (economics, political science, communications, and public health, to name a few). In his very useful article "Ethnography" in the International Encyclopedia of the Social & Behavioral Sciences, linguistic anthropologist Michael H. Agar discusses whether "the many 'ethnography-like' approaches in other fields should be considered acceptable or not."
1 Regardless of the debate surrounding the use of ethnographic methods in other disciplines, this article focuses on eleven classic ethnographies written by anthropologists and based on anthropological ethnographic fieldwork.
Before anthropologists embarked on fieldwork, readers had only anecdotal cultural reports produced by travel writers, journalists, and missionaries. The authors of the works described in this essay, however, were more than just visitors to their selected communities; rather, they became deeply embedded within them. These ethnographies span 80 years of scholarly publishing and are discussed in order of their original publication from 1888 to 1969. They also range across the globe, representing communities in Africa, East and Southeast Asia, North America, and South America.
The first two ethnographies focus on indigenous peoples of North America. The Central Eskimo (1888) by Franz Boas dates from anthropology's earliest years as a distinct discipline (ethnography being previously within the purview of academic departments such as geography or natural philosophy).
2 Boas, often considered the father of American anthropology, studied physics and geography in his native Germany and published on a wide range of anthropological subjects over a long career. He first encountered the Inuit (as they are now called) on an expedition to chart Baffin Island, Canada, and The Central Eskimo appeared as part of the Smithsonian Institution's 6th Annual Report covering 1866-67. Alfred L. Kroeber trained in the anthropology program at Columbia University under the direction of Franz Boas, earning the first PhD awarded in the department in 1901. Kroeber's The Arapaho, which first appeared in a four-part journal article from 1902 to 1907, was a published version of his doctoral dissertation.
3 It is interesting to note that both of these early ethnographies were not originally published as "stand-alone" monographs, but rather as articles produced by major U.S. ethnographic museums. The same was true for the many ethnographic treatises coming out of the great national museums of Europe in the mid-to late-19th century.
Crossing the Pacific Ocean, the next three ethnographies are from Southeast Asia, Melanesia, and Polynesia. A.R. Radcliffe-Brown was a British social anthropologist who studied a number of different societies. His earliest ethnographic fieldwork took him to the Bay of Bengal between India and Myanmar and resulted in his first major ethnography, The Andaman Islanders, published in 1922. 4 Radcliffe-Brown is considered a founder of structural functionalism, a framework for theory-building that looks at social structures and social functions. Bronislaw Malinowski was a Polish anthropologist who trained at the London School of Economics. Specializing in economic anthropology, he studied traditional exchange systems in Australia and the Trobriand Islands, part of New Guinea. The latter resulted in his classic ethnography Argonauts of the Western Pacific, published in 1922 and reprinted many times since then, most recently in 2014 with a new introduction by Adam Kuper. 5 The next classic ethnography -Coming of Age in Samoa (1928) continued on page 28
